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Results 

All scales were initially checked for reliability. The study then used linear multiple regression 

utilising a forced entry approach to examine whether scores on the three sensitivity measures 

(i.e., HSP-12, BQ-18, and RTS) significantly predicted scores on the AEI sub-scales of belief, 

experiences and ability and assessed whether these were moderated by demographics or 

spiritual practice. Additional exploratory correlations between the sub-scales of the HSP-12 

and each of the AEI scales were also examined.  

 

1. Reliabilities  

The internal consistencies (Cronbach's alpha) of the AEI subscales were, paranormal beliefs, 

a=0.81; paranormal experiences, a=0.82; paranormal abilities, a=0.84; HSP-12: sensory 

processing sensitivity, a=0.86; BQ: boundary thinness, a=0.77; RTS: transliminality scale, 

a=0.83.  

 

2. AEI – Belief  

AEI-Belief produced a range of standardised residual scores from -3.785 to 2.663, which was 

outside of tolerable limits (see Field, 2013). Casewise diagnostics identified a single case with 

a high negative standardised residual score (-3.785) which when removed brought the 

standardised residual scores within tolerable limits (-2.4 to 2.8). As such, all results relating to 

AEI-Belief are based on the data from the remaining 199 participants. Descriptive data are 

presented in Table 1.  



 

Table 1. 

Means, SD, skewness and kurtosis values for each of the three predictor variables, including 

the three sub-scales of the HSP-12, and the AEI–Belief scale. 

 Mean  SD Skewness Kurtosis 

HSP-12 4.83 1.08 -0.36 -0.19 

HSP-AES 4.79 1.32 -0.48 -0.24 

HSP-LST 4.30 1.60 -0.13 -0.93 

HSP-EOE 5.17 1.20 -0.76 0.26 

BQ 39.49 9.61 -0.29 0.74 

RTS 23.55 4.64 0.17 0.30 

AEI–Belief  6.56 3.07 -0.02 -1.1 

 

Correlation analysis showed a clear linear relationship between each of the three predictor 

variables, and the sub-scales of the HSP, and AEI–Belief (Table 2). There were no strong 

correlations (i.e., >0.7) between predictors and all tolerance levels were >0.5 indicating that 

there were no issues with multicollinearity.  

 

Table 2. 

Bivariate correlations between all three predictors (including sub-scales of the HSP-12) and 

the outcome variable of AEI-Belief. 

 HSP-12 HSP-AES HSP-LST HSP-EOE BQ RTS 

AEI-Belief .33** .32** .27** .21* .42** .52** 

HSP-12  .79** .86** .78** .65** .57** 

HSP-AES   .62** .32** .55** .56** 

HSP-LST    .50** .46** .48** 



HSP-EOE     .55** .35** 

BQ      .58** 

*p<0.01, **p< 0.001 

 

 

The results of the regression indicated that the model explained 28.3% of the variance and that 

the model was a significant predictor of AEI-Belief, F(3,195) = 27.05, p < .001. However, the 

analysis showed that only RTS (t(198) = 5.51, p < 0.001) and BQ (t(198) = 2.53, p < 0.05) 

significantly predicted AEI – Belief, with no contribution made from HSP (t(198) = -0.65, p = 

0.52). The prediction equation for the standardized variables is as follows: ZAEI-Belief = 0.43ZRTS 

+ 0.21ZBQ – 0.05ZHSP. Based on these results both RTS and BQ positively predict AEI-Belief, 

with RTS being the stronger predictor of anomalous belief.  

 

3. AEI – Experiences  

Casewise diagnostics identified a single case with a high positive standardised residual score 

(3.48) which when removed brought the standardised residual scores within tolerable limits (-

2.4 to 2.9). As such, all results relating to AEI-Experiences are based on the data from the 

remaining 199 participants. Descriptive data are presented in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. 

Means, SD, skewness and kurtosis values for each of the three predictor variables, including 

the three sub-scales of the HSP-12, and the AEI – Experiences scale.  

 Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis  

HSP-12 4.83 1.08 -0.36 -0.20 

HSP-AES 4.79 1.32 -0.48 -0.24 

HSP-LST 4.31 1.61 -0.13 -0.94 

HSP-EOE 5.18 1.21 -0.76 0.26 

BQ 39.53 9.66 -0.29 0.71 



RTS 23.60 4.71 0.21 0.28 

AEI – Experiences 6.61 4.46 0.74 0.14 

 

Correlation analysis showed a clear linear relationship between each of the three predictor 

variables, and the sub-scales of the HSP, and AEI – Experiences (Table 4). There were no 

strong correlations (i.e., >0.7) between predictors and all tolerance levels were >0.5 indicating 

that there were no issues with multicollinearity.  

 

Table 4. 

Bivariate correlations between all three predictors (including sub-scales of the HSP-12) and 

the outcome variable of AEI-Experiences. 

 HSP-12 HSP-AES HSP-LST HSP-EOE BQ RTS 

AEI-

Experiences 

.33** .37** .28** .17* .41** .66** 

HSP-12  .79** .86** .78** .65** .57** 

HSP-AES   .62** .32** .55** .57** 

HSP-LST    .50** .47** .48** 

HSP-EOE     .55** .35** 

BQ      .58** 

*p<0.05, **p< 0.01 

 

The results of the regression indicated that the model explained 43.8% of the variance and that 

the model was a significant predictor of AEI-Experiences, F(3,195) = 54.23, p < .001. 

However, analysis showed that RTS (t(198) = 9.74, p < 0.001) was the only significant 

predictor and that both BQ (t(198) = 1.28, p = 0.20) and HSP (t(198) = -1.56, p = 0.12) failed 

to make any significant contribution to the model. The prediction equation for the standardized 

variables is as follows: ZAEI-Belief = 0.67ZRTS + 0.09ZBQ – 0.11ZHSP. Based on these results RTS 

was the only clear predictor of anomalous experiences.  



 

4. AEI–Abilities   

Casewise diagnostics identified eight cases with high positive standardised residual scores 

(3.16; 3.28; 3.63; 3.97; 4.06; 4.11; 4.59; 6.64) which when removed brought the standardised 

residual scores within tolerable limits (-1.5 to 2.9). As such, all results relating to AEI-Abilities 

are based on the data from the remaining 192 participants. Descriptive data are presented in 

Table 5. 

 

Table 5. 

Means, SD, skewness and kurtosis values for each of the three predictor variables, including 

the three sub-scales of the HSP-12, and the AEI–Abilities scale.  

 Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis  

HSP-12 4.83 1.07 -0.35 -0.20 

HSP-AES 4.77 1.32 -0.50 -0.21 

HSP-LST 4.28 1.59 -0.12 -0.90 

HSP-EOE 5.20 1.20 -0.78 0.32 

BQ 39.49 9.58 -0.26 0.78 

RTS 23.48 4.57 0.17 0.43 

AEI-Abilities  1.53 1.81 1.32 1.05 

 

 

Correlation analysis showed a clear linear relationship between each of the three predictor 

variables, and both the AES and LST sub-scales of the HSP, and AEI–Abilities (Table 6). There 

were no strong correlations (i.e., >0.7) between predictors and all tolerance levels were >0.5 

indicating that there were no issues with multicollinearity.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Table 6. 

Bivariate correlations between all three predictors (including sub-scales of the HSP-12) and 

the outcome variable of AEI-Abilities. 

 HSP-12 HSP-AES HSP-LST HSP-EOE BQ RTS 

AEI-Abilities .34* .39* .32* .13 .36* .58* 

HSP-12  .78* .85* .78* .63* .55* 

HSP-AES   .60* .31* .53* .54* 

HSP-LST    .50* .45* .46* 

HSP-EOE     .53* .34* 

BQ      .56* 

*p< 0.01 

 

The results of the regression indicated that the model explained 33.2% of the variance and that 

the model was a significant predictor of AEI-Abilities, F(3,188) = 32.7, p < .001. However, 

analysis showed that RTS (t(191) = 7.45, p < 0.001) was the only significant predictor and that 

both BQ (t(191) = 0.63, p = 0.55) and HSP (t(191) = -0.03, p = 0.97) failed to make any 

significant contribution to the model. The prediction equation for the standardized variables is 

as follows: ZAEI-Belief = 0.56ZRTS + 0.05ZBQ – 0.03ZHSP. Based on these results RTS was the only 

clear predictor of anomalous abilities.  

 

Summary   

Key findings are: 

Ø Both RTS and BQ positively predicted AEI-Belief, with RTS being the stronger. 



Ø Only RTS predicted anomalous experiences and anomalous abilities. 

 


